
Clogwyn Du’r Arddu 2008. 

 The club’s Llanberis meet took place at Clogwyn Du’r Arddu between the 13
th
 and 15

th
 June 

2008 due to the fine weather we had earlier in the month and the good chance the crag would be 

in dry condition. After a good forecast for the weekend Dave Toon, Stuart Knott, Will Wheale 

and the enthusiastic old man Richard Toon packed their bivi gear and marched up to Cloggy for 

a few nights under the stars.  And boy, did they shine! The team managed no fewer than ten 

starred routes over a magical weekend.  Although the crag wasn’t busy, the team certainly got 

stuck into some classic climbing. Although the weather was cold,  it remained dry enough for an 

adventurous weekend’s climbing. 

Arriving in Llanberis at 10pm on Friday night after a fuel intake at the Conway fish and chip 

shop, we were attacked by a swarm of midges, hell on earth, was it going to be one of those 

weekends? Having made the slow plod up to Cloggy we eventually managed to find a suitable 

camping spot next to the pond! Magic! We’ll be first on the crag in the morning! 

After a lazy lie in, we unfortunately weren’t first on the crag or second, never mind we’ll settle 

for third and fourth, no rush its June, climb until 10pm. 

So first route for Will and Stuart was the classic Pedestal Crack (HVS 5A), a nice gentle warm 

up! No Chance, still damp and slippery. Never mind all the more exciting! 

As for the Toon team a little bit warmer, warmer upper! A little head game for young David on 

“The Boldest” at E4 5C, with the direct finish. 

 

Dave Toon on “The Boldest” at E4 5C 



 

Next up for Will and Stuart was "Vember" the legendary Brown/Williams route, at E1 5B. The 

1
st
 pitch entails the drainpipe crack, the second a shallow chimney and third pitch follows a 

couple of crack lines onto the Eastern terrace.  

 

Stuart Knott leading up to the crux on Vember (E1 5B) 

Having suitably warmed up the Toon team completed Great Wall at E4 6A a stern test of nerves. 

Despite my fears watching from a suitable belay on “Vember” the boys were far more controlled 

and calm than myself, who had sweaty palms just watching! Well done, maybe I’ll do it one 

day!!!!!!!!!!! 

Third route of the day for Will and Stu, "The Troach" at E2 5B. The first pitch of Curving crack 

is a hand jam fest but the second pitch is a steady climb through some quartz bands, shallow 

groove, past a thin crack and traverse behind a good flake. Although never harder than 5B it’s a 

good lead as gear is challenging. 



Although Richard was a little tired David still had another route in him so he led “Silhouette” an 

E2 5C master piece. Another crack line with a small overhang, which proved to be the crux for 

the tired Toon senior.  

Well, if we can’t compete with the Toon's on E numbers, we’ll just have to gather more stars so 

while they put the finishing touches to Silhouette, the B team did “The Corner” HVS 5b. A 

tremendous bridging route up the crags notorious corner. Although its steep, the bridging allows 

good rests and the gear is excellent. 

After a great day’s climbing, the two teams joined forces for a Super Noodle supper and a midge 

free story swap.  

Another dry day led Will and Stuart to White Slab E2 5C which proved to be a great adventure. 

A magnificent trip across the narrow slab next to Longland's climb. The route is sustained from 

start to finish. The first pitch a steady traverse which the second requires to be as competent as 

the leader. The second pitch leads up a slab to an arête where the position is breath taking, high 

above the water below. The third pitch is the crux but if you manage to lasso the spike you can 

aid the moves. As Stuart was reluctant to show his cowboy skills he promptly tired to free the 

short groove and doing so took a little air time. But having composed himself, steadied his 

nerves, completed the moves in fine style and finished a super pitch. The fourth pitch was a 

steady 5A slab pitch in another great position on the crag. For the last pitch the direct finish to 

Longland’s climb was chosen. With cold hands and toes it was a good challenge at 5A. As far as 

adventure climbing goes on big crags you have a long way to go to beat White Slab. 

 

Stuart Knott leading the 1
st

 pitch of White Slab (E2 5B) 



Well what else would you expect on Father’s Day but for David to look after his old fella and 

treat him to a wonderful day’s climbing. As a gentle warm up on Serth E2 5C on the Eastern 

buttress to get the tired muscles loose and primed for bigger and better things.  

Next up for team Toon the scramble of death, across the green ledge on wet grass and loose rock 

to “The Axe”. At E4 6A one of the most dramatic climbs in Wales. What more could a man want 

for Father’s Day but a waltz up the Axe with his boy!   

 

Dave Toon leading his way up “The Axe” E4 6A 

 As for the weekend’s climbing, without a shadow of doubt a wonderful experience adventure 

climbing on one of the county’s great crags, if not the best! My only wonder is why on a dry 

June weekend were only 12 people climbing on Saturday and 10 on Sunday! Beggar’s Belief! 

 

  

 


